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Electronic care documentation continues to represent a signif-
icant time expense in many clinical environments. The funda-
mental challenge centers around the need to either (i) pause
from the provision of care to document clinical activities, or
(ii) document care after the encounter. This serial workflow
prevents simultaneous care and documentation, which can
result in extensive physician frustration, errors in documenta-
tion and clinical errors. As a result, medical scribes are in-
creasingly being used in high throughput clinical areas to re-
duce the documentation burden on clinicians. However, the
addition of personnel to create documentation is resource
intensive.

Hands free clinical documentation systems can alleviate
these documentation problems [1–3]. Systems that rely on
voice recognition have shown some promise [4], but suffer
from performance deterioration in settings where (1) there is
any significant degree of ambient noise or (2) multiple care-
givers are present, (3) most acute care environments where
voice commands are indistinguishable from conversations.
A new approach to hands free automatic clinical care docu-
mentation is therefore needed to improve the functioning of
our medical systems.

Given the advances in off-the shelf sensors, such as wrist-
worn motion sensors and cameras, it is possible to automati-
cally generate a clinical care record by detecting the signatures
associated with key clinical tasks [5–10]. Wrist-worn sensors
contain accelerometers and gyroscopes, which can track mo-

tion and identify clinical interventions such as CPR [11, 12].
Cameras can be used to track physician hand position and
their relationship with the patient’s body to construct an injury
heatmap. Additionally, the fusion of motion sensors and cam-
eras allows for even further opportunities for completing the
clinical care record.

Realistically, the addition of motion sensors and cameras
will not be able to identify every aspect of clinical care in the
near term. However, specific environments and interventions
may be amenable to these methods, one of which is patient
transport. During patient transport, patient movement is re-
stricted and the set of possible interventions is limited.
Moreover, receiving physicians can benefit from real-time
and accurate documentation.

If successful, hands free documentation can enable clini-
cians to focus on the clinical tasks at hand (i.e. the patient in
front of them), effectively hand-off patients between pro-
viders, and allow receiving physicians to better prepare for
patient arrivals.

The medical community must leverage emerging technol-
ogies to improve clinical care. The automatic identification
and documentation of key clinical concepts is an important
next step in optimizing clinician resource utilization.
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